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inherent weaknesses of, 130-2
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in 1960s, 20
in 1970s-1980s, 25, 27
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challenged by French franc, 64-5
conversion rate with GDR mark, 38-9
exchange rate forecasts against, 81, 82/
German reunification and, 40
as key currency, 27
polarization with US dollar, 40, 48-52
realignment with lira, 58-9, 169-70
dollar, see US dollar
domino effects, 91-2
Dutch guilder
revaluation of, 20
stability of, 65
ECB. see European Central Bank
economist school, 32
ECU. see European Currency Unit
EEC. see European Economic Community
EMCF. see European Monetary Cooperation
Fund
EMF. see European Monetary Fund
EMS. see European Monetary System
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equity constraint, see national horizontal
equity constraint
ERM. see Exchange Rate Mechanism
ERM crisis (1992-1993), 1
Center-Periphery model of, 168-75
chronology of, 54-66
and credibility loss, 170
fundamental imbalances preceding, 168-9
fundamental models of, 10-11, 89-92
interpretations of, 1-2, 9-11
lessons derived from, 16-18
multiple equilibria interpretation of, 9-10,
118-22
political factors for, 14-16
scenarios for, 172-5
escape clauses, 8-9
argument against, 9
Periphery countries and, 11
ESCB. see European System of Central Banks
EU. see European Union
European Central Bank (ECB), 198
creation of, 32-3, 35
independence of, 35
national preferences and, 126
European Currency Unit (ECU), 25, 27
European Economic Community (EEC)
and Bretton Woods system, 19-21
creation of, 19
and monetary union, 22-3
and Snake system, 23-4
European Monetary Agreement (1958), 19
European Monetary Cooperation Fund
(EMCF), 23
European Monetary Fund (EMF), 25
European Monetary Institute (EMI), 35
European Monetary System (EMS), 1
advantages of, 24-5
asymmetry in, 26-8
creation of, 5, 24, 27
early years of, 27
new (hard), 28-30
relation to ERM, \n
European Monetary Union (EMU), 176-7
conditions for participation in, 33-5
as long-term goal, 22-3
managed exchange rates system as
alternative for, 197
origin of idea for, 22
relationship with non-members, 199-200
transition to, 17, 31-3, 35-6, 198-200
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European Union (EU)
Center-Periphery interdependence in,
141-2
exchange rate stability in, history of, 3-5,
19-37
inflation tax in, 182-3, 183/
and monetary union, 176-7
seigniorage in, 183?
exchange rate(s)
within Bretton Woods system, 20
convergence criterion regarding, 34
diversification of production and, 191
fixed, see exchange rate stability; fixed
exchange rate
flexible, see exchange rate flexibility;
flexible pegs
openness to trade and, 190-1
principles governing, 7-8
for selected countries, 45/, 46/
exchange rate crisis
conditions for, 118
contagion (domino) effects of, 91-2
emergence of, interpretations of, 165-8
as equilibrium outcome, 108-12
ERM and. see ERM crisis
financial markets and, 167-8
fundamentals-driven interpretation of. see
fundamentals-driven crisis
literature on, classification scheme for, Sit,
87-9
modeling of, 83-92
probability of, devaluation threshold and,
113-15,116/
as rational policy response, 93
in Scandinavian countries, 57-8, 175
self-fulfilling expectations as cause of. see
self-fulfilling crisis
speculative attack and, 83-4
timing of, 84-5
exchange rate flexibility
advantages of, 187-8, 191, 204
disadvantages of, 4, 187-8
money neutrality and, 187
substitutes for, 191-5
and welfare levels, 126
Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM)
creation of, 5
evolution of, 3
misalignments in, 43, 44/-46/
relation to EMS, In
revamping of, 65-6
exchange rate stability
European history of, 3-5, 19-37

and free capital mobility, 67
maintenance of, 85, 85n
and political interests, 101
and unemployment, 131
wage rate and, 119-20
exchange rate target(s), misaligned, 116-18,
118/
exogenous-policy approach, 83-4, 87/
expectations, see also devaluation
expectations; rational expectations
in absence of cooperation, 15
before crisis, 74-82
formation of, 112-18
unexpected shift in, 9-10
expenditure-changing effect, 138-9
ERM countries and, 143
expenditure-switching effect, 138-9
factor mobility, 192-3
FECOM. see European Monetary Cooperation
Fund
financial markets
and central banks, 161 n
European view of, 4
liberalization of, 67-70
role in exchange rate crisis, 167-8
Finland
asymmetric shock in, 43 n
debt of, 54t
deficit of, 54t
exchange rate crisis in, 57
exchange rates in, 45/ 46/
inflation differentials against Germany, 44/
output growth rate for, 49/
seigniorage in, 183/
trade balance for, 51/
unemployment rate in, 50/
first-best rules, features of, 100
fiscal stabilization approach, 87/, 88-9
fiscal transfers, 151, 164
contingent on devaluations, 12
under national equity policy constraint, 151
as substitute for exchange rate flexibility,
195
fixed exchange rate
asymmetric shocks and, 190
versus common currency, 179
conditions for abandoning, 110-11
costs of, 90-1
as nominal anchor, 5-7
as second-best strategy, 101
Snake approach to, 23-4
flexibility
versus credibility, 8
exchange rate, see Exchange rate flexibility
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flexible pegs, 9, 18
and multiple equilibria, 132
forecast errors, 129-30
franc, see French franc
France
conflict with Germany, 27
debt of, 54?
deficit of, 54?
and ERM, 25
exchange rates in, 45/, 46/
fall of interest rates in, 64
German monetary expansion and, 141
inflation differentials against Germany, 44/
interest differentials against Germany,
76/-78/, 80/
output growth rate for, 49/
referendum in, 60, 81
seigniorage in, 183?
trade balance for, 5 1 /
unemployment rate in, 50/
French franc
in 1960s, 20
in 1970s-1980s, 25
attack against, 60-1, 174
challenge of D-mark, 64-5
defense of, 175
forecasts against D-mark, 81, 82/
loss of credibility, 81
Friedman rule, 98, 183«
fundamental imbalances, 124, 128-9
prior to ERM crisis, 168-9
fundamentals-driven crisis, 118, 124
versus self-fulfilling crisis, 122-5, \29n
theories regarding, 10-11, 125-32
G3 countries, discount rate adjustments in,
54-5
GDR mark, conversion rate with D-mark,
38-9
German interest rates
complaints against increase in, 56-7, 172-3
decrease in, 58-9
expectations of cut in, 62-3
German reunification, 38-43
and Bundesbank, 39, 40-1
and Center-Periphery conflict, 168
and ERM crisis, 10, 14, 127
and inflation, 40-2
and monetary policy, 1-2
shock of, 89-90
Germany, see also Bundesbank; D-mark
and Bretton Woods system, 21
conflict with France, 27
debt of, 54?
deficit of, 54?
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discount rate adjustments in, 54
effects of monetary expansion in, 141-2
exchange rates in, 45/ 46/
inflation differentials against, 44/
interest differentials against, 76/-78/ 80/
interest rates in. see German interest rates
output growth rate for, 49/
regional disparities in, 42
reunification of. see German reunification
seigniorage in, 183?
trade balance for, 5 1 /
unemployment rate in, 50/
gold-exchange standard, weaknesses of, 20-1
gradualism, in integration process, 32
Great Britain, see United Kingdom
Greece
debt of, 54?
deficit of, 54?
exchange rates in, 45/
inflation differentials against Germany, 44/
interest differentials against Germany,
77/-78/, 80/
output growth rate for, 49/
seigniorage in, 183?
speculative pressures in, 60«
trade balance for, 5 1 /
unemployment rate in, 50/
Green currencies, 20
Green Paper of the European Commission,
198-9
Hague Summit (1969), 22
horizontal equity constraint, see national
horizontal equity constraint
hysteresis
in natural rate of unemployment, 186
in policy making, 90
imperfect commitment, and expectations
formation, 112-18
inflation differentials
of EU countries against Germany, 44/
and interest rate differentials, 82
inflation rates
convergence criterion regarding, 33-4
German reunification and, 40-2
seigniorage revenue and, 182
unanticipated changes in, 184
inflation tax, 88, 181
anticipated, 184
inEU, 182-3, 183?
and seigniorage, 181
inflationary bias
in Periphery, 99
union-wide, 126
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intensities of devaluation, 71-2
interest burden foregone, 181
inEU, 183?
interest rate(s)
German monetary expansion and, 141-2
German reunification and, 40, 41/, 42/
in Germany, see German interest rates
monetary expansion in rest of OECD and,
142
interest rate differentials
and credibility assessment, 70
drift adjustment of, 71
of ERM countries, against Germany,
76/-78/, 80/
inflation differentials and, 82
prior to ERM crisis, 119
international fiscal transfers, see fiscal
transfers
international policy spillovers, 13, 138-9
evidence on, 143
intra-Periphery, 141-2
intervention rules, in EMS, 26
Ireland
debt of, 54?
deficit of, 54?
exchange rates in, 45/, 46/
inflation differentials against Germany,
44/
interest differentials against Germany,
76/-78/ 80/
output growth rate for, 49/
response to crisis, 62
seigniorage in, 183?
trade balance for, 51/
unemployment rate in, 50/
Italy, see also lira
capital account surplus in, 69
debt of, 54?
deficit of, 54?
and ERM, 25
exchange rates in, 45/ 46/
inflation differentials against Germany,
44/
interest differentials against Germany,
76/-78/, 80/
output growth rate for, 49/
output of, German monetary expansion and,
141-2
prior to ERM crisis, 55, 168-9
response to crisis, 56
seigniorage in, 183?
trade balance for, 5 1 /
unemployment rate in, 50/
withdrawal from ERM, 59-60

Japan, discount rate adjustments in, 54
labor mobility, 192-3
liberalization of financial markets, 67-70
lira
in 1970s-1980s, 25
in 1992, 54-5
Danish referendum and, 54
exchange rate forecasts against D-mark, 81,
82/
loss of credibility, 81
realignment of, 14-15, 171-2
realignment with D-mark, 58-9, 169-70
Lombard rate
decrease by Bundesbank, 59
German reunification and, 40, 4 1 /
Luxembourg
debt of, 54?
deficit of, 54?
Maastricht Treaty (1991), 31-7
approval of, 35
convergence criteria in, 33-5, 169, 54?
critique of, 36
Danish rejection of, 52-3
economist-monetarist debate on, 31-3
French referendum on, 60
political process leading to, 31
ratification of, 64
Madrid Summit (1989), 29
mark, see D-mark; GDR mark
MCAs. see monetary compensatory amounts
mean-reversion within band, 75
Mexican peso crisis, 9
microeconomic efficiency, and common
currency, 177-9
misaligned exchange rate targets, 116-18, 118/
misalignments across countries, and ERM
crisis, 131
monetarist school, 32
monetary aggregate, as nominal anchor, 6-7
monetary compensatory amounts (MCAs), 20,
151
monetary externalities, 154-6
monetary policy
and interest rate, 187
optimal, choice of, 108-10
monetary policy game, Center-Periphery,
136-7
monetary targetry, 6, 6n
monetary union, see also common currency
convergence in, 194
design of, implications for, 176
EU and. see European Monetary Union
and multiple equilibria, 127
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base (fiat), 180
public good properties of, 177-8
money neutrality, and exchange rate flexibility,
187
MSG model, 141
MULTIMOD, 141-143
multiple instantaneous equilibria
credibility problem and, 122
and ERM crisis, 9-10, 118-22
flexible peg and, 132
under rational expectations, 116, 117/
and welfare levels, 127
multipliers, policy, 140-2
Nash equilibrium
of Center-Periphery system, 144
as collectively rational choice, 166
devaluation under, 159-60, 164
simplified version of, 144, 145/
national central banks, sovereignty of, 35
national horizontal equity constraint, 11-12,
161, 165
and ERM crisis, 15-16
and intra-Periphery cooperation, 149-51
Netherlands, see also Dutch guilder
debt of, 54*
deficit of, 54*
exchange rates in, 45/ 46/
inflation differentials against Germany,
44/
interest differentials against Germany,
76/-78/, 80/
output growth rate for, 49/
seigniorage in, 183*
trade balance for, 51/
unemployment rate in, 50/
nominal anchor(s)
alternative, 6-7
debate on, 17
definition of, 5
fixed exchange rate as, 5-7
nominal rigidities, 185
asymmetric shocks in presence of, 188
and nonneutralities, 185«
noncooperative equilibrium, 136-49
devaluation under, 174
Nordic countries, see Scandinavian countries
Norway
defense of krona, 62
exchange rates in, 45/ 46/
inflation differentials against Germany, 44/
interest differentials against Germany,
76/-78/ 80/
output growth rate for, 49/
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trade balance for, 5 1 /
unemployment rate in, 50/
official reserves, and crisis, 85-6
Olivera-Tanzi effect, 184
openness to trade, 190-1
optimal currency areas, 187
theory of, 188
United States as, 193
Western Europe as, 188-9
option prices, credibility tests based on, 72-4,
73/
output
German monetary expansion and, 141-2
monetary expansion in rest of OECD and,
142
output growth rates, for selected countries, 49/
output-stabilization approach, 87*, 87-8, 90
peg. see fixed exchange rate
flexible, see flexible pegs
Periphery country(ies)
assumption of symmetry in, 134-5
Center shock and, 106-7
contagion effects in, 91-2
cooperation in, 12-14, 149-54
devaluation and, 13
employment in, 97, 106, 146
exchange rate targets in, 103
monetary expansion in, effect of, 139
nominal anchor for, 6
objective function of, 99-103
policy spillovers in, 141-2
reaction function in, 137-8
real exchange rate of, 95, 105
response to shock in Center, 12-14
in system of exchange rates, 11
target level of employment in, 99
technology of, 95, 96-7
Phillips curve, long-run, 186-7
policy coordination shock, 134, 169-72
policy multipliers
definition of, 140
global, 140-2
intra-EC, 142
Portugal
debt of, 54*
deficit of, 54*
exchange rates in, 45/
inflation differentials against Germany, 44/
financial crisis in, 61-2
output growth rate for, 49/
seigniorage in, 183*
trade balance for, 51/
unemployment rate in, 50/
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pound sterling
in 1960s, 20, 21
in 1992, 55, 59
entry in ERM, 47
exchange rate forecasts against D-mark, 81,
82/
loss of credibility, 81
withdrawal from ERM, 59-60
price level
as nominal anchor, 6-7
price stabilization policy
inherent weaknesses of, 10-11, 130-2
reconsideration of, 16
reaction function
in Center country, 136-7
definition of, 136
in Periphery country, 137-8
realignment(s). see also devaluation
in ERM history, 152
in fixed exchange rate regimes, 8
US dollar and, 48-52
realignment proposal, 58, \14n
failure of, 169-70
redistributive international transfers, see fiscal
transfers
referendum(s)
Danish, see Danish referendum(s)
French, 60, 81
reputation effects, 75
reputation-building, ERM and, 102-3
Rome, Treaty of (1958), 19, 30
Scandinavian countries, see also specific
country
exchange rate crisis in, 57-8, 175
new financial crisis in, 61-2
SDR. see shadow devaluation rate
SEA. see Single European Act
seigniorage, 180-1
definition of, 180/1
inEU, 183?
and inflation rates, 182
and inflation tax, 181
international dimensions of, 183
self-fulfilling crisis, 118, 119-22
and credibility loss, 170
versus fundamentals-driven crisis, 122-5,

\29n

shadow devaluation rate (SDR), 110-12, 112/
definition of, 110
and devaluation threshold, 113
in Periphery, 146-8
Short Term Monetary Support, 23
single currency, see common currency

Single European Act (SEA), 27
effects of, 28
Smithsonian meeting (1971), 21
Snake system, 23-4
solidarity pact, 63
Spain
capital account surplus in, 69
debt of, 54?
defense of exchange rate, 63-4
deficit of, 54?
ERM crisis and, 59
exchange rates in, 45/ 46/
inflation differentials against Germany,
44/
interest differentials against Germany,
76/-78/ 80/
financial crisis in, 61-2
output growth rate for, 49/
seigniorage in, 183?
trade balance for, 5 1 /
unemployment rate in, 50/
speculative wave(s)
and exchange rate crisis, 83-4
against French franc, 60
in Scandinavia, 57
against Spanish peseta, 63
spillovers, see international policy spillovers
stability, see exchange rate stability; price
stabilization policy
Strasbourg European Council (1989), 31
strategic complements
Center-Periphery monetary policy actions
as, 137
conditions for, 138
definition of, 137n
national monetary policies as, 139-43
strategic substitutes, definition of, 131 n
Sweden
debt of, 54?
deficit of, 54?
exchange rate crises and, 57, 59
exchange rates in, 45/ 46/
inflation differentials against Germany,
44/
interest differentials against Germany,
76/-78/, 80/
output growth rate for, 49/
seigniorage in, 183?
trade balance for, 51/
unemployment rate in, 50/
Switzerland
exchange rates in, 45/ 46/
inflation differentials against Germany, 44/
interest differentials against Germany,
76/-78/ 80/
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output growth rate for, 49/
trade balance for, 5 1 /
unemployment rate in, 50/
systemic model, 11-14
building blocks of, 163-5
components of, 168
tax. see inflation tax
tax smoothing principle, 88
trade balance, for selected countries, 51/
trade, openness to, 190-1
transfers, see Fiscal transfers
Treaty of Rome (1958), 19
revision of, 30
unconditional rules, commitment to, 100
uncovered interest party (UIP) condition,
70
unemployment
effect of monetary policy on, 186
exchange rate stability and, 131
in selected countries, 50/
shocks to, 90-1
unilateral peg model, 87?, 89, 90
Union, see European Monetary Union
United Kingdom, see also pound sterling
competitive difficulties of, 47-8
debt of, 54?
deficit of, 54?
in EEC, 20
entry in ERM, 25, 47
exchange rates in, 45/ 46/
German monetary expansion and, 142
inflation differentials against Germany,
44/
interest differentials against Germany,
76/-78/, 80/
loss of reserves, 59
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monetary expansion in, effect on rest of EC,
142
output growth rate for, 49/
prior to ERM crisis, 169
response to ERM crisis, 56
seigniorage in, 183?
trade balance for, 51/
unemployment rate in, 50/
withdrawal from ERM, 59-60
United States
and Bretton Woods system, 20-1
change in monetary policy, 27
as common currency area, 193
decline in international seigniorage, 4-5
discount rate adjustments in, 54
exchange rates in, 46/
inflation differentials against Germany, 44/
interest differentials against Germany,
76/-78/ 80/
monetary expansion in, global effects of,
140-1
US dollar
common currency in EU and, 184
effective exchange rate, 52, 52/
August 1992 fall of, 10, 55
polarization with D-mark, 40, 48-52
vending machine costs, 179
Very Short Term Financing (VSTF), 23
welfare
costs, and exchange rate crises, 85
exchange rate flexibility and, 126
international transmission of monetary
policies and, 155-6
multiple instantaneous equilibria and, 127
with positive monetary externalities, 154-6
Werner Report, 22
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